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SERIES AND ITEM LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF THE MERVYN HERBERT COLLECTION

1 Diaries 1912-1923 2 volumes
Diaries covering service in Madrid and Cairo.

| 1/1 | Diary Volume 1 | 21 Oct 1912 – 24 Jun 1917 |
|     |                | 1 volume (398 pages) |
| 1/2 | Diary Volume 2 | Jul 1917 – 5 May 1923 |
|     |                | 1 volume (378 pages) |

2 Correspondence 1925, 1 file
Letters written from the Residency in Cairo from Lord Lloyd and Robin Furness.

| 2/1 | Lord Lloyd Letter | 20 Nov 1925 |
|     |                   | 3 sheets |

Letter from Lord Lloyd to Mervyn Herbert giving his early impressions as Ambassador to Cairo, including a description of the poor condition of the residency house which hindered offering hospitality, comments on staff and advisors and the deteriorating political situation with Zaghloul.

| 2/2 | Robin Furness Letter | 1 Nov ~[c1924-1928] |
|     |                    | 2 sheets |

Letter from Robin Furness to Mervyn Herbert, written from The Residency, Cairo giving general news including noting that Henderson was ‘rushing home to-day, having had news that his brother is dangerously ill’.

Admin History: Sir Nevile Meyrick Henderson was minister in Egypt 1924-1928.